U.S. Demands Peoples Front
Protect American Capital
Against Spanish Workers

AMERICAN WORKERS MUST FIGHT TO
STOP IMPERIALISTS INTERVENTION

Spanish Workers Must Smash
Counter-Revolution and
Seize State Power

STALINISTS AND SOCIALISTS BLOCK
ROAD TO PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION

NO SUPPORT TO AZANA
NATIONALIZE INDUSTRY AND BANKS
LAND TO THE PEASANTS
SELF-DETERMINATION FOR MOROCCO,
CATALONIA, GALICIA, THE BASQUES
ORGANIZE A REVOLUTIONARY
MARXIAN PARTY

CREATE SOVIETS
WORKERS CONTROL OF PRODUCTION
EXPROPRIATE THE CHURCH
ESTABLISH THE SOVIET REPUBLICS
OF THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
ESTABLISH THE DICTATORSHIP OF
THE PROLETARIAT

Found the Communist Fourth International

Have the Will to Build a New
Party and All the Oppressed
Will Come to You—LENIN
Revolution is the Answer to Boss Oppression

For President
SAMUEL GARRETT
of the
REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS UNION, U.S.

For a Workers Government in the U. S.

The Workers Vote is a vote against capitalism for a Workers Government. The Workers Vote is governed by the working class law: ALL WHO WORK SHALL VOTE.

The Workers Vote is not based on the electors' election laws. It is governed by the laws of working and production. The electors' election laws are capitalist in character, whereas the Workers Vote is socialist.

The Workers Vote gives the workers all the power to choose their own leaders. The Workers Vote is the only legal way to elect a Workers Government.

The Workers Vote allows for a Workers Government to be elected. The Workers Vote is the only legal way to elect a Workers Government.

The Workers Vote is the only legal way to elect a Workers Government.
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